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Synthetik Series >> Sci-Fi Invasion

"Sci-Fi Invasion " is a much needed resource with hundreds of unique and 
leading edge sound effects and samples! 

"Sci-Fi Invasion " will power your sample library with an original collection of 
innovative FX destined to bring colour to your tracks !
If its laser guns, spaceship sounds, swirling tones , bubbling waves or
enchanting drones that you are looking for , "Sci-Fi Invasion " offers you 600 far-
out sounds to fill all your treky needs ! 

"Sci-Fi Invasion " is ideal for virtually any DJ , Producer , or Multimedia 
developer who is looking for high-class, impeccably produced and 
professional flawless sounds.

The potential of this library is wonderful and the stylish , exuberant and 
avant-garde nature of "Sci-Fi Invasion " will surely take your tracks from 
dull to electrifying ! 
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From the blazing feel of 4th Generation Lasers , to the dark and solid Art Noise ! You have your 
Ascending Objects and your Descending Objects ! Delight yourself with Bubbling Textures , 
Deep and Classic Frequencies , or Communication Sounds that are begging for powerful 
grooves ! Be inspired by the many Robotic Forms , Paranoid Existences or Technological 
Distortions waiting for your creative hand ! You will also discover Hovering sounds as you enter 
the Outer Dimensions!

Looking for that extra ingredients to cook up your tunes ? Look no further , "Sci-Fi Invasion 
" is made by synth addicts and irreparable gear heads that know exactly what you need ! Check 
out "Sci-Fi Invasion " and may the Future Loops Force be with you !
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Technical Specifications : 
750MB of content including 4th Generation Lasers , Art Noise , Ascending Objects , Descending Objects , Bubbling 
Textures , Deep Frequencies , Communication Sounds , Technological Distortions and much more ; 600 WAV samples

Works with:
Acid, Adobe Audition, Akai MPC1000, Akai MPC2000, Akai MPC2500, Akai MPC4000, Cubase, Digital Performer, Drumcore, 
FL Studio, Live, Logic, Nuendo, ProTools, Reason, SampleTank, Sonar, Transfuser


